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Deliverable abstract
This report presents a framework to assess the distribution system operator's status in advancement levels
of technology, markets and services, as well as policies. The framework is based on suggested baseline
indicators that describe the current status of the distribution systems. From the indicators the development
gap can be identified, and the possible development required for different scenarios can be found.
The framework has been used to study three distribution systems in France, The Netherlands, and Sweden,
respectively, to investigate their status and possible development gap required to become future intelligent grids envisioned by UNITED-GRID. The key results from the study show that currently the use of
demand side flexibility is limited and development in both market and policy aspects are needed, as well
as technology development to coordinate the use of different energy carriers. To host large share of renewables advanced forecasting and monitoring and coordinated controls will be required as well as changes
in protection schemes and more advanced system automation. In addition, a change in the roles of a distribution system operator was highlighted.
Furthermore, data sets for distribution grids from these three distribution system operators have been
collected in order to use in simulation studies during the course of the UNITED-GRID project. A brief description of the data sets is also presented in the report.

Copyright and legal notice
The views expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or position of the European Commission. Neither the authors nor the UNITED-GRID Consortium are responsible for the use which might be made of the information contained in here.
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Project overview
UNITED-GRID aims to secure and optimise operation of the future intelligent distribution networks with unprecedented complexity caused by new distributed market actors along with emerging technologies such as
renewable generation, energy storage, and demand resources. The project will provide integrated cyberphysical solutions, while efficiently exploiting the opportunities provided by the new actors and technologies.
The core deliverable is the UNITED-GRID tool-box that could be “plugged in” to the existing Distribution
Management System (DMS) via a cross-platform for advanced energy management, grid-level control and
protection. This cross-platform allows interoperability from inverter-based DERs up to the distribution grid
at the low and medium voltage levels, thus going beyond the state-of-the-art to optimise operation of the
grid with real-time control solutions in a high level of automation and cyber-physical security.
The project has genuine ambitions to create impacts and to enhance the position of European member states
in the development of smart grids. The core elements in this quest are:
 Proof-of-concept and demonstration: Developed UNITED-GRID tool-box and business models will be
validated in real-life demonstration sites in Netherlands, France and Sweden which cover a majority of
European market conditions. At the sites, UNITED-GRID will demonstrate the capabilities of intelligent
distribution grids hosting more than 80% renewables by incorporating the advanced optimisation, control
and protection tool-box, which are supported by real-time measurement systems. Such technologies with
TRL in a range of 3-4 will be matured via the demonstrations up to TRL level 5-6 to address comprehensively compatibility and interoperability issues.
 Pathways: Upon request by directly involved stakeholders such as distribution system operators (DSOs),
energy suppliers, UNITED-GRID will develop pathways that will step-by-step guide in the transition from
the passive distribution grids of today to the active and intelligent distribution grids of tomorrow. The
pathways incorporate technical as well as non-technical considerations such as cost-benefit, investments, business models, end-user privacy and acceptance.
 Use and deployment: UNITED-GRID will nourish and firmly support the utilisation and exploitation of
technologies, tools, and services in distribution grids by integrating the inherent innovation chain of the
partners and their networks with EU such as KIC InnoEnergy and SSERR.

Consortium
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List of abbreviations
AMI
CHP
DER
DSO
ESS
EV
ICT
PV
SAIDI
SAIFI
TSO

Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Combined Heat and Power
Distributed Energy resources
Distribution System Operator
Energy Storage System
Electric Vehicles
Information and Communication Technologies
Photovoltaics
System Average Interruption Duration Index
System Average Interruption Frequency Index
Transmission System Operator
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1

Introduction

Electrical distribution systems are becoming more complex, hosting new market actors along with emerging
technologies, e.g., distributed renewable generation, energy storage, electric vehicles, demand resources,
and information and communication technologies (ICT). The distribution system operators (DSOs) need to
prepare for a transition path from today’s passive systems to future intelligent distribution systems by making
strategic investment in network infrastructure, upgrading monitoring and control systems, and introducing
novel business models to enable the active participation of market actors in the overall network management.
This report proposes a framework to support the DSOs for assessing current status of network infrastructures,
market/business models, and policies applicable to distribution systems, and thus identify “future-readiness”
of their network. The main focuses of this report are to identify and present an initial set of key indicators
that are vital in order to identify the areas of development that DSOs should focus on. Throughout the project
these indicators will evolve in order to reflect the scenario development as well as being up to date with the
progress in technology, business and policy areas.
In addition to the framework and set of indicators, the current status of the distribution systems owned by
the three DSOs within the project consortium has been evaluated. The developed framework and set of
indicators can also be used by other European DSOs in assessing their status for a transition towards intelligent
distribution systems. In the future, the increasing number of small-scale distributed energy resources (DERs),
including wind power, solar photovoltaics (PV), combined heat and power (CHP) units, etc., and the electric
vehicles (EVs) in the distribution system put quite challenging tasks to the distribution system operator to
control and operate the system in a reliable manner.
The future intelligent distribution grid will become more complex as a cyber-physical ecosystem [1], which
would require an integrated paradigm for energy management and control systems based on various big data
resources. The intelligent (active) distribution grid of tomorrow will be expected to be equipped with a set
of advanced energy management and control systems to cope with dynamic ranges of grid issues. The future
distribution systems considered in UNITED-GRID are expected to have:
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An advanced communication, measurement, and state-estimation platform to increase DSO real-time
monitoring capability
Grid-oriented instruments or toolboxes for real-time control to cope with quasi-dynamic uncertainty from
high penetration level of DERs
Optimisation capability for grid utilisation, energy management with advanced energy (data) analytic
techniques together with predictive control technologies.
Advanced forecasting capability for renewable energy production, load demands and network congestion
in multiple time-scales
Advanced self-healing and protection functionalities for securing grid operation
Technologies and solutions to improve grid resilience against cyber-attacks or failures in IT systems

Framework for grid assessment

The assessment framework is shown in Figure 1 and consists of two steps which are summarized below:
The first step is to identify the key indicators which impact this transition. Although, the most relevant
advancements are related with technical requirements for DSOs, the available market structures, policies,
and regulations are also instrumental in this transition. Thus, the indicators are classified as technical, market
and policy. Technical indicators include, among others, i) distributed energy resources, ii) advanced monitoring and control, iii) system status, iv) cyber-physical description. Market indicators include, among others,
i) services and markets, ii) tariff structures, and iii) business models. Policy indicators include, among others,
i) level of unbundling, ii) European network codes, iii) impact of winter package on DSOs, iv) National/Regional policies on DERs. The DSOs along with other involved stakeholders provide inputs in form of grid data,
current market/business models, regulatory policies, etc. These indicators reflect the advancement levels of
This project has received funding from the European
Community’s Horizon 2020 Framework Programme under grant agreement 773717
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distribution systems and their associated markets and policies, which are commonly defined in smart-grid
related research and policy documents. The main focus has been on the technical indicators as these are the
ones where the DSOs has the possibility to directly influence. The market and policy aspects will have a
potential impact on the DSOs but are not directly controlled by them.
The second step is to assess the current status i.e., future-readiness of DSOs. In this report the assessment is
done qualitatively based on the DSOs response on the indicators. For a more generic approach these indicators
could in the future be ranked based on their influence on the future-readiness, using a similar approach as
in the EU SET plan [2]. The final output of the assessment framework is identification of the development
gaps i.e. the progress needed, within each areas, i.e. technical, market, or policy, for the transition toward
an intelligent distribution system. Finally, with the identified development gaps and plausible scenarios (Renewables/EVs/ESSs), a suggestion for DSO transition plan is delivered. The transition plan would include areaspecific guidelines on strategic investments and upgradability.

Assessment

Selection of indicators and
Collection of Inputs from DSOs

The scenarios will be further investigated and presented in the forthcoming Deliverable 2.3 and are not
covered in this deliverable. The indicators will then, in combination with the scenarios be used to elaborate
on a transition plan for DSOs depending on their current status in the forthcoming Deliverable 2.6.

Indicators

Technical

Market

Policy

Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs)

Services and Markets

Level of Unbundling

Advanced Monitoring
and Control

Tariff Structures

European Network
Codes

System Status

Business Models

Impact of Winter
Package on DSOs

Cyber-Physical
Description

DSOs and other
Involved Stakeholders

National/Regional
Policies on DERs

Assessment

Distribution Grid
Data

Identification of
Development Gaps

Plausible Scenarios
(Renewables/EVs/ESS)

Transition Plan for
DSOs

Figure 1: The proposed framework to assess the transition plan for the DSOs
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Description of the indicators

The baseline indicators presented in this report are, in contrast to the projects Performance Indicators (although some of the indicator presented here also could be used to assess the demonstration sites), used to
find the development gap for DSOs around Europe. The development gap relates not only to the technical
development of the distribution system but also to the surrounding environment, such as the regulatory settings or the available policy programs on a national level. In addition, the existing market structures and
business models could play an important role when it comes to which advancements that are necessary and
most effective.
All these aspects are interrelated and may limit the possible advancement in one direction or reduce the
possible benefit in another. For example, the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) would have the potential to heavily increase the utilization of demand side flexibility but would on the other hand require new
business models and a regulatory framework that allow for these types of contracts.
For the description of the indicators, they are divided into three groups which are given as follows:
1. Technical Indicators (includes the technical aspects of the production and distribution system and
cyber-physical characteristics)
2. Markets (includes services and markets, tariffs, financial aspects and business models)
3. Policy (includes regulation and policy)
In the following sections the indicators are presented in more detail.

3.1

Technical Indicators

The European Technology & Innovation Platforms (ETIPs) through Smart Networks for Energy Transition (SNET)
published a report on major challenges before the distribution networks for a transition towards future intelligent distribution networks [3]. The report clearly identifies the list of expected changes between the
year 2020 and 2035, which will be driving this transition. To facilitate a smooth transition towards the future
intelligent distribution grids, the report highlights the specific areas to be focussed on, including, e.g.:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Smart, ﬂexible distributed demand and generation response for Secure Distribution System Control
Integrated distributed energy storage infrastructure planning in distribution systems
EV integration into distribution systems
Risk-based DSO operation: Real-time calculations of network operating conditions, which can be used
to identify additive margins offered by line monitoring, and thus could help in solving critical situations
5. ICT system security for distribution system operation
With details of various issues in the above mentioned areas and also inputs from the partner DSOs in the
project, a list of technical indicators has been formulated. The indicators are divided into four main technical
indicators, which are summarized below. The indicators are divided into sub-indicators and are presented in
Table 1, which serves as the basis for a questionnaire, which is used to perform the assessment of the DSOs.


T1 - Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) – This indicator covers the challenges and priorities associated
with the renewable penetration by distributed generation, energy storage systems (ESS) and flexibility
from the demand-side. This indicator is very much in-line with the specific areas mentioned in [1], such
as smart, flexible distributed demand and generation response, EV integration and integrated distributed
energy storage.

This project has received funding from the European
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T2 - Level of Monitoring and Control – This indicator captures the level of advancement of DSOs with
respect to monitoring and control, e.g., number of grid measurement points, advanced meter infrastructure (AMI) or SCADA, to meet future challenges. This indicator has been formulated with motivation from
focussed areas of system control and infrastructure planning of the SRA report.



T3 – System Status – This indicator covers the present infrastructure situation and operational data of
the network such as loading profile and levels, existing grid capacity, network configuration, quality of
supply and operational limits to meet the future challenges.



T4 – Cyber-physical characteristics – This indicator includes the cyber-physical description, such as system architecture, structural framework, and system integration. This indicator gains importance as ICT
system security has been focused area for secured distribution systems, which is also mentioned in the
SRA report

Table 1: Technical Indicators
No.

T1

T2

SUB- INDESCRIPTION
DICATOR
Local
electricThe installed capacity of
ity
local production units, diproducvided into different types
tion, e.g.
and energy production as
Solar PV,
the percentage of the total
Wind,
energy demand on an anCHP,
nual basis.
hydro,
etc.
Energy
Storage,
e.g.
batteries,
The amount of installed
DISTRIBUTED fuel cells, storage capacity in the syssuper caENERGY
tem divided into different
RESOURCES pacitors,
types.
EVs with
(DERs)
V2G capabilities,
etc.
INDICATOR

LEVEL OF
MONITORING AND
CONTROL

UNIT/
ADDITIONAL
SPECIFICATION
INPUTS
Local electricity production in
MW installed
form of Solar PV, Wind, CHP, production capacity
hydro will have a significant
1. Are there any
impact on carbon free genera- category-wise
efforts to enor annual protion and global warming. Also,
courage
duction from
local production could lead to each category
customers to
install more
operational issues such as conas the share
DGs? If yes,
gestion and voltage problems
(%) of the anplease specnual demand
ify.
Energy storage devices are im2. Any more deportant from the prospective
tails which
MW/MWh
supports the
of balancing or flattening of
storage
cateidea of transthe load curve. These devices
gory-wise or %
formation of
supply the energy to the grid
storage in
present pasduring peak load hours and
terms of total
sive
vice versa during off-peak
production
distribution
hours
networks to
future active
distribution
Demand side flexibility is imnetworks?
portant for reducing overall
Demand
MW and MWh 3. Are there any
system costs and rewarding
issues with
side flexiflexible dethe customers who participate
DG/DER in
bility,
mand
The amount of the compo- in the flexibility by supporting
your system
e.g. EVs,
category-wise
nents which are used for with local generation or reductoday? If yes,
electric
or % share of
demand side flexibility
ing curtailable loads when
specify.
heattotal demand
required. This would be a
ing/cooli
from each catgreat help for more effective
ng etc.
egory
and economical management
of distribution networks

AMI

The number of and functionalities of advanced
metering infrastructure
(AMI)

VALUE/IMPORTANCE

In general, AMIs are important Total number
1. How SCADA
components for the distribuof installed
(RTU) and
tion grids. Their role becomes
meters with
AMIs are used
more intense in future active
specifications
for monitordistribution grids where disof their cateing and
tributed generation and
gory (if
control?
advanced response occurs
different types)
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No.

INDICATOR

SUB- INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

VALUE/IMPORTANCE

SCADA
(RTUs)

The number of the remote
terminal unites (RTUs)
which are used for monitoring and control

SCADA are presently used for
monitoring and control by the
DSOs. Their numbers and
specifications could indicate
degrees of controllability and
operability in their network.

Other
The number of any other
measuretypes of measurement dement and
vices installed for
control
monitoring and control
devices
purposes
(If any)

T3

SYSTEM
STATUS

UNIT/
ADDITIONAL
SPECIFICATION
INPUTS
or % share of 2. How control
each category
actions are
of meters
made (manual
or through
Total number
SCADA)?
of SCADA me3. What kind of
ters with
smart meters
details of voltare used toage levels
day?
where they are
installed (e.g. 4. Any plans for
installation of
LV or MV)
next generation of smart
meters or
PMUs in the
network?
-

The load profile details would
Peak/Mean/Ba
The type of load profile for be important with perspective
Load
se demand in
the system with daily vari- of managing the peak demand
Profile,
MW, additionations and seasonal
and flattening of the load
Peak/
ally, Peak
variation etc. The load
curve. Distributed generation,
Mean/
demand could
profile mainly includes
energy storage and demand
Base
be mentioned
peak, mean and base deresponse can be suitably
demand
in % of base
mand
planned to manage the load
demand
profile of the distribution grids
These indicators could be important from the prospective
of judging the existing infraThis indicator presents the
structure of the grid to
loading levels of the sysAverage %
maintain reliable power supply
tem, e.g. cables/OHTL
loading of Ca- 1. Are there proLoading
with minimal requirements of
visions of
transformers etc.
bles/OHTL and
levels
power quality. In some scenardynamic tariff
It is presented as % of
Transformers
ios, active distribution grids
during the 24components loaded above
in the network
might require investment in
hour power
certain loading levels.
enhancing infrastructure of
distribution
current grid to manage the
horizon for
loading levels
peak shaving,
This indicator mainly clasif yes, what &
This symbolizes the exact arsifies the distribution
how?
chitecture of the grid and is
Network
network as radial or
Radial/
very important for the calculatopology
meshed or number of
Meshed
tion of state variables and
available links between
power flows in the network
different feeders
Total km
OverThe details of cables/OHTL
length of CaThis indicator is the total
head
would be important in sense bles/OHTL or %
km of overhead lines and
lines and
of calculating the congestion
share of both
cables at this voltage level
cables
limits in the cables and lines
in terms of total length
Present
standards
and
pracThis indicator is related
% uptime,
Security
tices for the security of the
with security of the continSAIDI index,
of supply
uous supply of electricity
SAIFI index
supply is important from the
This project has received funding from the European
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No.

INDICATOR

SUB- INDICATOR

Stable
frequency

T4

DESCRIPTION

VALUE/IMPORTANCE

to the customers in view
prospective of future active
of the current situation as
distribution grids
well as with the future scenarios in the distribution
grid
This is the indicator associ- Present standards and pracated with the allowed
tices for the frequency and
frequency change in the
rate of change of frequency
supply and the allowed
would be important to formurate of change of frelate the standards for future
quency
active distribution grids

UNIT/
SPECIFICATION

ADDITIONAL
INPUTS

Change in Hz,
𝑑𝑓
the rate of
𝑑𝑡
change of frequency

It refers to as the precise
modelling of structural
StrucThe structural framework and
framework at the approtural
models could reduce project
priate level of abstraction
Frameduration and costs while imfor CPS design. For inwork for
proving design performance,
stance, these models must
Fidelity
quality, dependability and reinclude precise specificaModels
silience.
tions of the relevant
properties.
It is referred to as the deA defined, structured and convelopment of a method to
sistent set of definitions and
Systems
align
methodology would lower inIntegra- cyber-physical system to a
tegration and development
tion
common definition and
costs, thus clarifying the syslanguage for the distributem behaviour.
Priority Levels
tion system.
(high, medium,
Currently, the rules and
low)
regulations do not have
1. How the DSO
governance as well as
Interoperable issues can be
prioritizes the
Intercon- DSOs do not have business
minimised, and system develindicator for
nected
models in place to motiopment could be profitable by
CYBERthe developed
and Invate the development of
building an infrastructure that
PHYSICAL
or for the upteropera networked, cooperating,
is interoperable and open
DESCRIPTION
coming
ble
human-interactive syssource. Moreover, the propridevelopment
Shared
tems. However, there is a
etary information should
of cyber-physDevelop- risk of sharing proprietary
remain in balance by operatical system?
ment
information and the liabiling under the standards which
Infraity of integrating the cyber
provide a full protected of
structure systems with external sysknowledge and data.
tems to ensure high levels
of performance and functionality.
This architecture can leverage
the strength of methods and
tools to use within the systems
It is referred to an archiinto an integrated approach,
tecture that systematically
enabling a deeper understandSystemrelates signals and dataCentralized/
ing of the behaviour of both
atic
sharing, both for inter-proDecentralized/
the individual components and
Architeccess
Distributed/
the larger systems. For Inture
and external communicaHolonic
stance, the measured data can
tions across the different
be modelled that can drive
functions.
simulations and data analysis.
Then data insights can be used
to optimize processes.
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3.2

Market Indicators

In addition to the financial and market context set up by the DSO itself it is important to consider external
how external actors/stakeholders could influence the DSOs. The possible benefit from certain technology
development will vary depending on the market context where the investment is done, and in certain regions
technical advancements may be hindered due to the market context. To capture the external influences,
some of the indicators are related to available services from external stakeholders, such as electricity retailer
and service providers. A list of key market indicators is provided below and are presented more in details in
Table 2:




M1 - Markets and services: These indicators refer to the available markets organized by the DSO or by
other actors where end users could provide their services.
M2 - Tariffs: An indicator to evaluate the charges for electricity to for the end user. The tariff is divided
into grid tariff and retail electricity pricing.
M3 - Business models. This indicator presents the available business models provided by the DSO or other
actors.

Table 2: Market Indicators
No.

INDICATOR

SUB- INDICATOR

Ancillary service
markets
(local level)

M1

SERVICES AND
MARKETS

Ancillary service
markets
(national level)

Third party
service providers

DSO grid tariff
M2

TARIFFS

Retail electricity
pricing

DESCRIPTION
Specify the available ancillary services markets on a
local level e.g. for voltage
control, reactive power support, congestion
management (DR programs)
etc.
Specify the available ancillary services markets on a
national level e.g. for regulating services, inertia
support or frequency response to system operators.
Are there any aggregators
that could provide services
for DSOs or enable customers to participate in e.g.
ancillary service markets?

VALUE/IMPORTANCE

UNIT/
SPECIFICATION

The possibility to procure ancillary
services locally would reduce the
need for DSOs to invest in reinforcements to maintain high
reliability.

Type of market,
price structure
e.g. €, €/kWh,
€/kW, €/kVA

The possibility for customers to
participate in ancillary services
markets on a national level may
result in local congestions in areas
with large number of active customers.

Type of market,
price structure
e.g. €, €/kWh,
€/kW, €/kVA

Depending on regulation, the DSO
may rely on third party providers
in order to procure certain services

Number/ Type
of service provider

Specify how the DSO charge
their customers, it could include elements such as cost
per kWh energy used, time
This indicator indicates the incenof use, peak power, contive for customers to be flexible in
tracted power, congestion
their demand.
fees etc. It could also include
taxes and environmental
cost and could also be regulated and could vary for
different customer types.
This indicator includes the
Dynamic pricing may not reflect
tariff or price the customer
the local conditions in the grid but
pays for electricity. The tariff
could affect the electricity concould be based on time of
sumption pattern.
use, wholesale spot price.

Type of tariffs
available

Type of tariffs
available

This project has received funding from the European
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No.

INDICATOR

SUB- INDICATOR

Incentives and
Subsidies

M3

BUSINESS
MODELS

Innovative business models

3.3

DESCRIPTION

VALUE/IMPORTANCE

Incentives and subsidies are
policy tools to support certain investments and
The available incentives and subsibehaviour, e.g. renewable
dies will have an impact on how
energy or demand response. the future scenarios will be develNumerous incentives and
oped, e.g. level of distributed
subsidies schemes exist, e.g. generation within distribution sysFeed-In-Tariff, Feed-In-Pretems or new loads.
miums, tax credit and direct
investment support.
Innovative business models
are new way to charge and
provide electricity to end users, it could be based on
peer-to -peer transaction, loThe available business models
cal energy markets, Power
could have an impact on how end
Purchase Agreement (PPA)
users are using electricity in the
or charging the electricity as
future.
a service rather than a commodity. The business model
could be developed by the
DSO itself or from a third
party.

UNIT/
SPECIFICATION

Specify and describe the
available incentives

Description on
available business models

Policy Indicators

The forthcoming energy transition will not only have an impact on the technical requirements on the electrical distribution system but will also affect the need for an effective legislation and policy landscape. When
we look at the distribution grid and the (changing) role of the DSO, policy is a relevant indicator. The reason
is that DSOs are highly regulated by national and European authorities, because they act as natural monopolies (to have numerous competing structures would make no sense). While new policies are being drafted
that will have a significant impact on the future DSO, the absence of policies may also hinder the possible
technology advancements and could affect which direction a DSO may take to prepare for the energy transition.
At a European level, the energy policies have been subject to numerous changes as a result of the energy
transformation and EU strategies on decarbonisation and greenhouse gas emission reduction. The policy indicators will show how this European legislation is at a different stage of implementation, or implemented in
a different way, in different countries/regions/networks of UNITED-GRID. Current or expected regulatory
barriers that are encountered at the DSO level and described in the indicators will be further used to formulate regulatory recommendations in Task 2.3 in the project. The indicators will also show how different
regulatory tools can be developed for the future, according to the scenarios (developed in Task 2.2) for the
different baseline situations. In assessing the activities which DSOs may engage in in the future, these national
or local differences must be taken into account. The policy indicators are based on the existing and planned
legislation that have an impact on the DSO in this field and aim to capture how it is implemented in the
different countries.
The most relevant existing European policy in this regard is the ‘Third Energy package’ (adopted in 2009)
[4], which has been enacted to improve the functioning of the internal energy market and resolve structural
problems. It consists of five pieces of legislation, one of which is the Electricity Directive. The indicators that
are most relevant for the DSO in the energy transition are unbundling and the roll-out of smart meters.
Electricity network codes and guidelines are legally binding European Implementing Regulations that support the integration of national and regional electricity markets into a unified internal European market.
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Once the comitology procedure has been completed, the codes are legally binding and do not require implementation to national law (it has a legal force of a Regulation), although the requirements should be included
in national network codes. Although they aim at harmonizing various rules and procedures relating to the
operation of European electricity transmission networks and electricity wholesale markets, they also address
issues with direct strategic impact on the DSOs, especially the connection codes and the system operation
codes. The indicator aims at finding main issues or barriers for the DSO that inhibit the DSO in the current of
future smarter electricity grid, because it is sometimes feared that the current network codes don’t take
into account the diversity of the distribution networks and the more flexible and active role that the DSO will
take up in the future. The risk is that these codes may hamper necessary evolutions of the electric system.
The ‘Clean Energy for All Europeans’ package (also known as ‘winter package’), published in November 2016
by the European Commission [5], had three main objectives: putting energy efficiency first, achieving global
leadership in renewable energies, and providing a fair deal for consumers. The package includes both nonlegislative initiatives as well as legislative proposals. They include new rules on EU Electricity Market Design,
a Proposal for a Directive on common rules for the internal market in electricity and a Proposal for a Regulation on the internal electricity market. Many of the new principles focus on empowering consumers and the
importance of the internal market. While the main market aspects will be covered in the market indicators,
we will focus on those policy aspects that have a direct effect on the operation of the DSO.
To assess the policy aspects, six policy indicators have been identified are presented in Table 3. The first
three (P1-P3) describe the most relevant European policies that directly impact the work of the DSO. Indicators P4-P5 are expected European policies that have to be implemented or adopted in the member states and
that might have a direct impact on the DSO. Main barriers identified here can provide input for the future
scenarios and pathway development. And the last indicator (P6) is an indicator that identify other national
policies that have an impact on the distribution grid, for example incentives for certain types of renewable
energy or legislation (or lack of legislation) on aggregators.
Table 3: Policy Indicators
No.

P1

P2

INDICATOR

SUB- INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

Implementation of the of
unbundling

The Third Energy
Package covers the
unbundling of energy suppliers from
network operators.

Exemption for small DSOs

Member states can
allow smaller DSOs
(serving less than
100.000 customers)
to be exempted

LEVEL OF
UNBUNDLING

ROLL-OUT
OF SMART
METERS

Result of the cost-benefit
analysis

(National) policies supporting
smart meters

The Third Energy
package also covers
a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) on the rollout of smart metering

VALUE/IMPORTANCE
ADDITIONAL INPUT
The unbundling of the energy suppliers from network
Description of level
operators is conducted difof unbundling, what
ferently in individual EU
national measures
countries and the implemenare adopted
tation is at a different level
(and the impact on the DSO).

It is possible that smaller
DSOs are not unbundled

Are exemptions allowed or not and is
this the case for this
DSO?

If the CBA is positive, this
means that at least 80% of
customers in that member
state will have smart meters
installed by the year 2020

What was the result
of the CBA?

Is the roll-out supported by
national legislation?

Describe the legislation and the role of
the DSO in this.
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No.

P3

INDICATOR

SUB- INDICATOR

EUROPEAN
NETWORK
CODES

Barriers of implementation of
the existing network codes

DESCRIPTION
VALUE/IMPORTANCE
Electricity network Existing network codes have
codes and guidelines
implementation timelines
are binding Regulathat stretches to 2020 and
tions that aim at
beyond. They may hamper
harmonizing various expected evolutions on the
rules and procedures DSO level, because they set
relating to the oper- rules for network operators
ation of European
but might not be flexible
electricity system.
enough for DSOs to adapt to
They address issues
the rapid changes in their
with direct strategic networks (depending on the
impact on the DSOs.
different scenarios).

Procurement of network services to ensure flexibility

P4

EXPECTED
IMPACT OF
THE WINTER
PACKAGE ON
THE TASK OF
THE DSO

Integration of electric vehicles
and recharging points

Data management

The proposed policies in the winter
package clarify new
activities and roles
for the DSOs.

P5

The winter package
not only proposes a
new set of network
codes and guidelines
but also specifies the
way the DSOs will be
involved in their development

Description of current or expected
barriers with existing network codes

Changing regulations may
impact the working of the
DSO.

Describe the need
for the DSO for this
new regulation or
the fear/possible
barriers in taking up
these new tasks. Is
there already a (national) policy on
this?

Network codes set out rules
for the DSO that may influence the way they operate.

Expected effects of
new network codes
and guidelines,
where do you need
more network
codes or where
could they hamper
the DSO.

Storage
EXPECTED
IMPACT OF
THE NEW
FORM OF NETWORK CODES
AND GUIDELINES

ADDITIONAL INPUT

Local electricity production,
e.g. Solar PV, Wind, CHP,
hydro, etc.

P6

NATIONAL/REGIONAL
POLICIES ON
DISTRIBUTED
ENERGY
SOURCES

Energy Storage, e.g. batteries,
fuel cells, super capacitors,
EVs with V2G, etc.

Demand side flexibility, e.g.
EVs, electric heating/ cooling
etc.

Engagement of end users,
aggregators, etc.

The policies may not be sufficient to support the
Describe the legislanecessary amount of DER in
tion and/or the
the future scenarios. Existing existing incentives
policy barriers may inhibit
that will impact or
National or regional
the future evolution of the
inhibit the roll out
policies or incentives
distribution grid. Different
of certain technolosupporting these DES
policies in different regions
gies, the expected
or countries will put the DSO impact of this poliin a different position now
cies or
(baseline) and in the future,
issues/barriers
leading to other guidelines.

Microgrids
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4

Baseline description

By assessing the indicators, it would be possible to evaluate the advancement of a specific DSO and support
the required transition. In the section presented below, the developed framework has been used to assess
the current status of three distribution systems in Sweden, France and The Netherlands, respectively. The
information could be used as an example on how to use the framework and how the results may look like. In
addition to the evaluation framework, data sets for representative grids in each of the member countries
have been collected and is briefly presented under each country section below. The data sets will be used
for simulation purposes throughout UNITED-GRID. The data is also useful for the assessment of the current
status of the distribution grids. Below a summary of the current status for DSOs in the different countries is
presented.

4.1

Sweden

Compared to other countries in EU Sweden has a relative high average electricity consumption per capita [6].
One reason for the high electricity consumption was due to the oil crisis in the seventies which led to a shift
from fossil-based heating in residential buildings to electric heating. Other reasons are due to the energy
intensive industries and the availability of cheap electricity from Sweden’s large share of hydro power generation.
As the population density in Sweden is relative low, it has an impact on how the distribution networks are
designed. The distribution systems in Sweden can be divided into rural and urban distribution systems. For
the reference grid that could be used for grid simulation purposes in UNITED-GRID, data has been collected
both from the demonstration site in Sweden, the partner DSO (Göteborg Energi), and from a study performed
to create test systems for representative distribution systems in Sweden [7]. In urban distribution systems,
the customer density is higher, and the share of underground cables could be as high as 99% while that of
rural grids could be around 30%. Another difference is the number of customers per substation which could
be approximately 200 customers for urban areas while it could be less than 20 customers per substation in
rural areas [7].

Figure 2: Single-line diagram of the 10-kV distribution network at
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
Figure 2 shows the single-line diagram of the 10-kV electrical distribution system at the demonstrator in
Sweden, Chalmers University of Technology campus. The system is located within the DSO Göteborg Energi’s
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distribution grid but is owned and operated by the real estate owner Akademiska Hus. The grid is connected
to Göteborg Energi’s grid through two connection points, where one serves as a reserve (07:12) and is usually
disconnected. The area consists mainly of office buildings and lecture halls although some student’s apartments are also connected to their system, via approximately 22 10/0.4 kV transformers. Total load demand
of the whole campus ranges between 2.5 to 6.0 MW with annual energy consumption of about 32000 MWh.
Within the area there are a number of production units, mainly PVs, with investments plan for the coming
year up to approximately 800 kW, and a 1 MW combined heat and power (CHP) unit which supplies both heat
and power to the campus.

4.1.1

Assessing the current status using the framework

The proposed indicator list has been filled by the local DSO Göteborg Energi and has been assessed based on
their responses. A summary of the current status is presented in Table 4 and is briefly described below.
Table 4: Assessments of Göteborg Energi’s distribution system
IND. No

INDICATOR NAME

T1

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY
RESOURCES (DERs)

T2

LEVEL OF MONITORING
AND CONTROL

T3

SYSTEM STATUS

T4

CYBER-PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

M1

SERVICES AND MARKETS

M2

TARIFFS

M3
P1

BUSINESS MODELS
LEVEL OF UNBUNDLING
ROLL-OUT OF SMART
METERS
EUROPEAN NETWORK
CODES
EXPECTED IMPACT OF
THE WINTER PACKAGE
ON THE TASK OF THE
DSO
EXPECTED IMPACT OF
THE NEW FORM OF NETWORK CODES AND
GUIDELINES
NATIONAL OR REGIONAL
LEGISLATONS

P2
P3

P4

P5

P6

ASSESSMENT
Today the system has limited amount of solar PV and wind production. Advanced very shortterm forecasting of renewable energy production is not available. The charge infrastructure
for EVs is being built up and the use of heat pumps and district heating is already today
widespread. However, it is currently not being used for flexibility provision. Utility-scaled
energy storages are currently not in place.
The DSO has already today an AMI that cover almost 100% of the customers, and a new roll
out is being prepared in order to enhance the functionalities The standard SCADA systems
are used for monitoring and control of distribution grids from 10 kV up to 130 kV. However,
SCADA is not available for LV networks.
The system mainly consists of underground cables (100%). The system is moderately loaded,
i.e., below 60% for cables or transformers. The grids are designed as a meshed system but
operated radially with very high level of reliability. The DSO is not participating in frequency
control.
No information available.
Electricity prices are open to competition. All electricity is traded at the Nord pool stock
exchange. The customers are given the options to either pay the spot market price or the
fixed prices offered by energy retailers. Limited number of actors are providing ancillary
services.
Grid tariff based on fixed cost and energy charge, and also a power tariff for commercial
customer.
No information available.
Fully unbundled at both wholesale and retail levels.
100% rollout of smart meters by DSOs in Sweden.
No information available.
DSOs will need to develop measures/technologies to use flexibility services to increase efficiency in operation and planning of the distribution grids.

New forms of grid tariffs are expected to be introduced in local networks. There is a risk that
DSOs will have limited possibilities to design their own grid tariff at the local networks.
Discussions at national level regarding new functional requirements for new generation of
smart meters, energy storages, and local energy communities.

From a technology perspective the indicators highlight that the system is expected to experience and/or
require large changes in several areas, one such change is future development of DERs. This is due to the low
share of renewable production today and the low utilization of DER resources. The monitoring capabilities in
the grid is high, thanks to the well-established advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). However, there is
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currently limited usage of the AMIs except for billing purposes. The increasing shares of DERs in the local
distribution grids will increase the uncertainties in energy productions, power flows, voltages issues, and
control and protections.
The system status indicates that the system is currently not heavily loaded, although some areas are more
loaded than others. With increased penetration of DERs and transportation electrifications (EVs, electric
buses), the loading levels will be expected to increase. At the same time the reliability is high.
From a market perspective, no dynamic grid tariffs are offered to their customers and grid power tariffs
based on the monthly peak demand are only offered to their commercial/industrial customers. This might
lead to a low utilization of their system. At the same time the customers have the options to pay for either
hourly spot market prices for electricity or the fixed rates set by energy retailers. Due to the unbundling the
DSO are not allowed to trade with electricity and currently there are only a limited number of actors providing
services, e.g., flexibility aggregation.
The policy indicators show that the legislation in Sweden has been progressive and the DSOs are fully unbundled from the retailers and a full roll out of smart meters has been accomplished. There is an ongoing
discussion in Sweden on how the new regulation would affect the DSOs, e.g. inclusion on local grid tariffs in
the grid codes, etc.

4.2

France

The annual electricity consumption in France is about 7 MWh per capita [6] A large share of the electricity is
produced by nuclear power, although both solar PV and wind power has gained market shares in the past
years. A majority, about 95%, of the population is connected to a distribution system owned by the national
DSO Enedis. The remaining 5% are connected to smaller local distribution companies. About 72% of the lines
in distribution system is either twisted lines or underground cables. The voltage level is primarily 20 kV in
the medium voltage distribution system and 400 V in the low voltage system.
The project partner SOREA is a small distribution network company, and the technical specifications of the
local DSOs are well aligned on the national one. SOREA is active in electricity production and distribution and
operates its own grid mainly with hydro- and PV-based production. The grid is divided into two sub-grids, one
is supplying three ski resorts with high seasonality impact and few thousand customers and one urban grid
supplying 14 000 customers. The two sub-grids are interconnected and distribute 140 GWh every year, with
a peak demand of 42 MW. The grid is well equipped with data transmission based on optical fibre (in particular
for production capacity PV & Hydro) and power line carrier (PLC). 85% of the distribution lines (20 kV and 400
V) are underground cables.
For the simulation studies in UNITED-GRID, a data set with grid data from SOREA has been collected. The
system can be seen as a representative distribution system in France and the data set includes information
from both rural and urban areas. Parts of the distribution system will also be used as a demonstration site
within UNITED-GRID. Figure 3 presents the structure of one part of the distribution system. A difference
compared with other distribution systems in France is the high peak power in winter due to ski lifts and
electrical heating in ski resorts and the high local production due to several PV units (approximately 800 kW)
as well as 3 hydro power plants (3 MW + 3MW + 2MW).
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Figure 3: Single-line diagram of the 20-kV distribution network of SOREA, France

4.2.1

Assessing the current status using the framework

The proposed indicator list has been filled by the local French DSO SOREA and has been assessed according
to their response. A summary of the current status is presented in Table 5 and is briefly described below.
From a technology perspective, the indicators highlight that the system has a mix of both small-scale hydro
as well as solar photovoltaics (PV). It is expected that the levels will increase further in several areas. Currently, the DSO does not have much provisions for the flexibility but increasing share of distributed generation
and transportation electrification could be helpful in the future. Presently, there are no energy storages
systems (ESSs). However, ESSs are expected to be installed in the future which can add more flexibility to
the grids. The monitoring capabilities in the grid currently are well established with automation systems in
place, e.g., for voltage control. However, the SOREA plans to install more AMIs which would increase the
monitoring capabilities. The system status indicates that the system is currently not heavily loaded. Although
the distribution system has local production, around 20% of the peak demand, there will be an increased
uncertainty in energy productions, power flows, voltages issues, and control and protections with increasing
shares of DERs in the local distribution grids.
From a market perspective, the grid tariffs are only based on a fixed cost and an energy-based charge. This
might lead to a low utilization of their system since customers are not incentivised to reduce their peak
demand. Similarly, no time differentiation is possible for purchasing electricity by the end-users.
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The unbundling is currently ongoing in France, but small local DSOs have so far been exempted from the
unbundling and therefore SOREA could, e.g., own their small hydro power plants. The roll-out of smart meters
will be fully deployed by end of 2024.
Table 5: Assessments of SOREA distribution systems
IND. No

INDICATOR NAME

T1

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES (DERs)

T2

LEVEL OF MONITORING
AND CONTROL

T3

SYSTEM STATUS

T4
M1
M2
M3
P1
P2
P3
P4

P5
P6

4.3

CYBER-PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
SERVICES AND MARKETS
TARIFFS
BUSINESS MODELS
LEVEL OF UNBUNDLING
ROLL-OUT OF SMART METERS
EUROPEAN NETWORK
CODES
EXPECTED IMPACT OF THE
WINTER PACKAGE ON THE
TASK OF THE DSO
EXPECTED IMPACT OF THE
NEW FORM OF NETWORK
CODES AND GUIDELINES
NATIONAL OR REGIONAL
LEGISLATONS

ASSESSMENT
Today the distribution system has a limited amount of solar PV and hydro-power production. There are a few EVs in the network while the system has high heating demand.
However, it is currently not being used for flexibility provision. Currently, the network
does not have any energy storages, but it is expected soon to be installed. Solutions for
PV very short-term PV production forecasting has been recently installed at demo-site.
The DSO is presently not equipped with the AMIs, but they are expected to be installed
soon. However, the substations are equipped with automation systems.
The system has both underground and overhead cables for the distribution purposes, but
underground cables are the majority. The distribution network is designed as meshed
network. The network has a high level of reliability of supply. The DSO is not participating
in the frequency control.
No information available.
Limited information provided. Wholesale electricity supply is open to competition.
Grid tariffs are based on fixed cost based on subscribed power and energy charge
Feed in tariffs for PV and hydro
Exemption for small DSOs
In accordance with French regulatory (CRE), SM will be fully deployed by end of 2024 for
local DSOs like SOREA
National regulator (CRE for France) and ACER are aligned to achieve the European objectives.
An impact is the digitalisation of technologies to be deployed in order to allow self-consumption and dynamic pricing to the consumers.
Expected impact on grid tariffs depending on the season.
Expected impact on guidance related to storage (chemical and hydrogen)

The Netherlands

As in France the annual electricity consumption per capita is approximately 7 MWh [6]. Most electricity is
generated from natural gas and coal although both wind and solar power has increased lately. The Netherlands is a dense populated country with 488 persons per km2 which has an impact on the electrical distribution
systems in Netherlands.
ENEXIS is a Dutch DSO supplying electricity to 2.8 million customers in The Netherlands. The total annual
electricity demand is 34.5 TWh and the length of their distribution system is 139 000 km. The distribution
system covers both urban and rural areas. In UNITED-GRID data from ENEXIS distribution system has been
collected and will be used as a reference grid for simulation studies in the project. One part of their distribution system grid, Strijp-S in the city of Eindhoven, will also be used as a demonstrator within the project
and is shown in Figure 4. It is a former industrial area with both (small) commercial customers and household
customers. There is a PV-installation of about 100 kWp, a battery unit of about 200 kWh and a biomass
generator of 10 MVA. The network is completely equipped with monitoring and control equipment. Some
substations are equipped with the distribution automation (DA) system, enabling remote monitoring and control. The other systems are equipped with DA-Light (DALI), offering remote monitoring of the network. Most
households have smart meters. The area has a number of charging points for electric vehicles, prepared for
smart-charging techniques.
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Figure 4: Strijp-S network topology. The yellow triangles and circles indicate the location of automated
switchgear. The blue box indicates the connection point of BESS and PV systems [8]
Dutch DSOs support the national climate and energy agreement that will contribute to low-CO2 energy supply.
In new housing estate, no gas supply will be installed. In existing residential areas, it could be desirable to
switch to hybrid heat pumps to make heating supply more sustainable. Dutch DSOs will also need to anticipate
the availability of CO2-free gases and the advent of low-temperature district heating networks. However,
from Dutch DSOs’ point of view, it is not the case that the gradual phasing out of natural gas will also lead
to the wide-scale abandonment of the gas grid. From a technical and economic perspective, using only electricity is not always a realistic option. A district heating network is by no means an option in every situation.
In such cases, the use of sustainable gaseous fuels such as hydrogen produced using sustainable electricity or
Green Gas, combined with the use of hybrid heat pumps is the most practical route to improving sustainability. The reduction of energy from fossil fuel sources alters the predictable pattern of electricity supply and
demand. Supply becomes more dependent on weather conditions, with demand also becoming less predictable. These changes all affect Dutch DSOs.
Furthermore, Dutch DSOs will have to take into account a rapid increase in the number of electric cars so
that the power grid has sufficient capacity available to meet the sustainable power demand created by these
vehicles. Storage of sustainable electricity to enable efficient and effective grid management is becoming a
credible alternative for upgrading the grid. Flexibility agreements with market parties to prevent congestion
are likely in the future.

4.3.1

Assessing the current status using the framework

The proposed indicator list has been filled by the Dutch DSO ENEXIS and has been assessed based on their
response. A summary of the current status is presented in Table 6 and is described below.
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Table 6: Assessments of ENEXIS distribution systems
IND. No

INDICATOR NAME

ASSESSMENT
Today the system has high amount of solar PV and biomass power production.
The network does not have EVs and the heating demand. Thus, they are currently
not used for flexibility provision. Currently, the network has very small amount of
energy storages. Advanced very short-term forecasting of renewable energy production is not available.
The DSO presently has very high number of smart meters. Also, the network substations are equipped with a number of automation systems.
The system has mainly cables for the distribution purposes. The network is designed and operated as radial network. The network has very high level of
reliability for power supply. The DSO is not participating in the frequency control.
In 2017 Dutch DSO implemented a new standard for gas and electricity grid security, the ISA/IEC-62443 standard [9]. This assists us in setting up security
architectures, training employees and detecting security incidents in a structured
way. The security management system is integrated into our risk management
system
No information available
Grid tariffs are based on fixed cost based on subscribed power and energy charge.
Feed-in tariffs for PV and hydro
By 2013, the power sector is fully unbundled. Most of the DSOs are fully independent and owned by provincial or local government.
Approximately 1.5 million Dutch households have smart meters so far. The Joint
Research Centre (JRC) estimated 72% coverage for smart electricity meters and
40% for smart gas meters by 2020 based on then current national rollout plans.
No information available.
DSOs are searching for possibilities for smarter ways of adapting to growing peaks
in supply and demand in existing grids. A flexible market for low-volume use prevents an unnecessarily expensive infrastructure and the resulting cost increases
for consumers. They expected to achieve high controllable expenses and revenues, high customer satisfaction, high penetration of smart meters and energy
management system. Offering prosumers incentives to actively perform demand
response.

T1

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES (DERs)

T2

LEVEL OF MONITORING AND
CONTROL

T3

SYSTEM STATUS

T4

CYBER-PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

M1
M2
M3

SERVICES AND MARKETS
TARIFFS
BUSINESS MODELS

P1

LEVEL OF UNBUNDLING

P2

ROLL-OUT OF SMART METERS

P3

EUROPEAN NETWORK CODES

P4

EXPECTED IMPACT OF THE WINTER PACKAGE ON THE TASK OF
THE DSO

P5

EXPECTED IMPACT OF THE NEW
FORM OF NETWORK CODES AND
GUIDELINES

No information available.

NATIONAL OR REGIONAL LEGISLATONS

DSOs are the signatories to the Dutch Energy Agreement for sustainable growth.
This means they are committed to three important aims: reducing the emissions
of greenhouse gases by 16% by 2020, increasing energy consumption from sustainable sources in the Netherlands by 14% by 2020, and annual energy savings
of 1.5%.

P6

From a technology perspective, the distribution system has a moderate share of distributed energy resources,
including; PV, Wind and biomass-based production. The system is also equipped with distribution automation
and high level of monitoring capability. The transition towards a sustainable energy supply needs to be framed
from the perspective of the long-term adequacy of the ENEXIS network. The primary influence of this transition from an ENEXIS perspective is on residential electricity usage. The electrification of transportation and
heating can shift the energy usage of households away from fossil fuels and more towards electricity. At the
same time, through locally generated renewable energy like PV, the residential consumers are becoming
prosumers. The residential electricity usage is thus changing significantly through the transition towards a
sustainable energy supply, both regarding total electrical energy demand, and concerning the time-varying
profiles of this demand. Ensuring adequate network capacity and power quality are the main requirements
that Enexis should focus on to facilitate this transition. The technologies which have the most influence on
the LV-network are considered to be PV (photovoltaics), EV (electric vehicles), micro-CHP (micro combined
heat and power) and heat pumps, which all requires enhanced forecast techniques and new protection
schemes. The application of storage and power electronics within the network can also have a significant
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effect on the LV network. The cost of these technologies still inhibits their use in the LV-network and for the
near future is not expected to decrease sufficiently.
Currently there are limited incentives for customers to become an active market player. The grid tariffs are
mainly based on contracted power levels and an energy charge. However, there exist feed in tariffs which
may accelerate the investments in DER.
From the policy perspective, the electricity sector is fully unbundled at both wholesale and retail levels since
2013. Most of the DSOs are independent and owned by provincial or local government. There are policies to
support development of a flexible market for low volume which will lead to e.g., higher customer satisfaction,
better energy management system and increased incentives for prosumers to actively perform demand response. DSOs are supporting the goal of sustainable growth by committing to three important goals of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases by 16% by 2020, increasing energy consumption from sustainable sources
in the Netherlands by 14% by 2020, and annual energy savings of 1.5%.

4.4

Comparative Assessment between DSOs in Sweden, France and The Netherlands

A comparative assessment with the proposed indicators between the DSOs of the partner countries is presented in Table 7. Although, the three DSOs having relatively different sizes and number of customers (hence
power demand), as well as different market rules and policies at national level, but it would be beneficial
for partner DSOs as well other DSOs in Europe to look at the comparative assessment between them. This
comparative assessment may also act as a motivation for a transition towards future distribution grids.
Table 7: Comparative Assessment for the Sweden, France and The Netherlands DSOs
IND. No

INDICATOR NAME

T1

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES
(DERs)

T2

LEVEL OF MONITORING AND
CONTROL

T3

SYSTEM STATUS

T4

CYBER-PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION

M1

SERVICES AND
MARKETS

M2

TARIFFS

M3

BUSINESS MODELS

P1
P2
P3

P4

P5

LEVEL OF UNBUNDLING
ROLL-OUT OF
SMART METERS
EUROPEAN NETWORK CODES
EXPECTED IMPACT
OF THE WINTER
PACKAGE ON THE
TASK OF THE DSO
EXPECTED IMPACT
OF THE NEW FORM
OF NETWORK

ASSESSMENT
The solar PV and wind production varies from limited (Sweden and France) to high amount
(The Netherlands). The EVs demand is not high in all the networks, but the infrastructure is
being built. For energy storage provisions, it varies from low (Sweden and France) to high (The
Netherlands). Although, none of the networks has provision for flexibility today.
The level of monitoring and control mainly assessed by AMIs and automation system here varies from high (Sweden and The Netherlands) to low (France).
The power distribution within the network is mainly done by the underground cables in all
DSOs. Also, all DSOs have high level of reliability of supply, while the frequency control is mainly
controlled at the TSO level for all the three DSOs.
As of today, not much information is available for DSOs in Sweden and France. But the DSO in
The Netherlands is implementing new standards for improved risk and security management.
As of today, not much information is available for DSOs in The Netherlands and France. In case
of the DSO in Sweden, it has advanced provisions for competitive electricity prices by different
market mechanisms.
Grid tariffs are mainly based on fixed costs with provisions of subscribed power and energy
charge in case of all three DSOs.
As of today, not much information is available for DSOs in Sweden, while in case of France and
The Netherlands feed-in tariff models are available for PV and hydro power.
The level of unbundling varies from partial unbundling (France) to total unbundling (Sweden
and The Netherlands).
The rollout of smart meters has reached 100% already (Sweden), while it is expected to go up
to 72% by 2020 for The Netherlands and 100% by 2024 for France.
As of today, not much information is available for DSOs in Sweden and The Netherlands, while
in case of France the DSOs are aligning themselves to achieve them.
In general, the focus has been different from different DSOs, like in case of Sweden, the main
focus is towards the increased amount of flexibility, in case of France, the focus is mainly on
self-consumption and dynamic tariffs, while in case of The Netherlands, it is mainly on balancing power demand peaks through smarter market management provisions.
As of today, not much information is available for DSOs in France and The Netherlands, while
in case of Sweden, there are possibilities of new tariffs being introduced at local level.
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IND. No

P6

5

INDICATOR NAME
CODES AND GUIDELINES
NATIONAL OR REGIONAL
LEGISLATONS

ASSESSMENT

All DSOs seems to be committed towards the national legislations towards green-house gas
reductions, increased renewable generation, energy savings, advanced metering and setup of
local energy storage and communities.

Conclusions

This report presents a framework to assess the DSOs status and future readiness. A list of indicators which
could have major impacts on the DSOs in the future has been proposed and evaluated with three different
DSOs in Sweden, France and the Netherlands, respectively. The key focus has been on the technical aspects
but both policy and market aspects have also been considered since it is expected that they would have great
impacts on the actions required by the DSOs in the future. In the forthcoming work in Work-package 2, these
indicators will play a central role and be further elaborated in order to assist for the work on e.g., scenario
description of future intelligent distribution systems, policy recommendation, end-user acceptance and the
pathways development.
With support of the identified indicators, the current status or “future-readiness” of the distribution systems
could be assessed and used to identify the development gap, e.g. where the DSO needs to progress in order
to facilitate the possible changes the future might bring. The investigated DSOs have shown a diversity in
terms of technology, policy and market readiness. Preliminary assessment results from this deliverable indicate that the current level of connected DERs is limited. However, it is expected to be increased in the
future. The DSOs need to be prepared for increased level of DERs for, including the following:
 Needs for investments in flexibilities, e.g., energy storage systems, and coordination between energy
supply systems
 Needs for advanced forecasting, monitoring and coordinated controls
 Needs for advanced system automation and protection schemes
 Needs for incentives schemes and business models to promote end-user engagement, i.e., demand-responses, to support grid operation
 Needs for changes in the roles of a distribution system operator which can own and/or procure certain
resources and services to support distribution grid operations and at the same time could participate in
providing or exchanging ancillary services with the transmission system operators (TSO)
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